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Motivation
Lightweight solar-powered electric aircrafts[1], [2]
● Solar panels power up the plane and store energy
in batteries during day flights
● Up to 2 weeks unmanned flights on 20 km altitude
● Low flight cost and emission-free flights
Motor controller requirements
● High efficiency (from battery capacity and cooling in
rarefied air viewpoints)
● High robustness

[1] E. Safronov, M. Vilzmann, D. Tsetserukou and K. Kondak, "Asynchronous Behavior Trees with Memory aimed at Aerial Vehicles with
Redundancy in Flight Controller," 2019 IEEE/RSJ International Conference on Intelligent Robots and Systems (IROS), Macau, China,
2019, pp. 3113-3118, doi: 10.1109/IROS40897.2019.8967928.
[2] S. Morton, R. D'Sa and N. Papanikolopoulos, "Solar powered UAV: Design and experiments," 2015 IEEE/RSJ International
Conference on Intelligent Robots and Systems (IROS), Hamburg, 2015, pp. 2460-2466, doi: 10.1109/IROS.2015.7353711.
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Brushless DC motor controllers classification
Block commutation[3]

Field-oriented control[4]

Sensored

Sensorless

✓ Simplest implementation

✓ Simple back

❌ Sensor required
❌ Low efficiency

electromotive force rotor
positioning
✓ Cheapest configuration
❌ Low efficiency

✓ High efficiency

✓ High efficiency
✓ No sensor required

❌ High quality and price

sensor required
❌ Complicated
implementation

Block commutation

❌ Сomplicated

resource-intensive
implementation

[3] Kuang-Yao Cheng and Ying-Yu Tzou, "Design of a sensorless commutation IC for BLDC motors,"
in IEEE Transactions on Power Electronics, vol. 18, no. 6, pp. 1365-1375, Nov. 2003, doi:
10.1109/TPEL.2003.818867.
[4] J. P. John, S. S. Kumar and B. Jaya, "Space Vector Modulation based Field Oriented Control
scheme for Brushless DC motors," 2011 International Conference on Emerging Trends in Electrical
and Computer Technology, Nagercoil, 2011, pp. 346-351, doi: 10.1109/ICETECT.2011.5760141.

Field-oriented control
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Problem statement
Solar powered electric aircrafts require highly reliable and efficient
motor controller
●
●
●
●

No affordable and reliable framework available
Sensorless field-oriented control to meet efficiency requirements
High-level algorithm to meet reliability requirements
One chip solution for simpler certification

Digital Signal Processor (DSP)
✓ Easier development and
debugging
❌ Limited shared resource for highand low-level algorithms
❌ Difficult and expensive certification

Field Programmable Gate Array
(FPGA)
✓ High computational power
✓ High reliability (simpler certification)
❌ Complicated implementation
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Aim and objectives
Aim: to develop a novel approach for the FPGA-based solar-powered electric
aircraft BLDC motor controller
Objectives
● To develop reliable and affordable FPGA software framework
● To develop high-level algorithm specification with a tool for its FPGA-compatible
hardware implementation
● To develop low-level sensorless Field-Oriented Control algorithm
● To perform motor controller tests

Framework

High-level algorithm

Low-level algorithm

Tests
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Hardware overview
Arty A7-35T development
board
● Xilinx Artix-7 FPGA
● 32280 logic cells
● 5200 logic slices
FPGA board

3 phase H-bridge scheme

command
speed poti

Motor controller hardware
● H-bridge MOSFET
circuit
● ADCs for phase
currents measurements
● Up to 300 A currents

command
torque poti
3 motor
phases
Motor controller hardware

BLDC motor
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FPGA framework development
Behavior Tree
specification

Algorithm
module

High-level
algorithm

Microblaze soft
processor
module

Matlab
Simulink

Implementation
verification

Verilog and VHDL
drivers for external
ICs

Hardware compatible
representation

Algorithm
hardware
implementation

FPGA-in-the-loop

Xilinx Vivado
Synthesizer

Algorithm inputs

Real-time console
debugging

Parameter console
modification

Matlab Verifier
Algorithm verification

HDL coder
Fixed Point tool

Modules integration and
firmware preparation

Hardware test

Configuration
parameters

QSPI flash with
motor controller
parameters

Results:
Reliable and affordable FPGA framework with
2 verification stages and real-time debugging
mechanism
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High-level algorithm specification

High-level algorithm specification in Behavior Tree representation

●
●
●

BT benefits: modularity, reactivity, extendability
Algorithm inputs: motor and motor controller PCB temperatures, batteries temperature and voltages,
switches and motor speed commandes from pilot panel or FCC
Algorithm output: motor power limitation. Sets maximum phase currents for low-level algorithm
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High-level algorithm implementation

Child 1

Child 2

Child 3

Sequencer pattern Behavior Tree -> Finite State Machine transformation

?
Child 1

Child 2

Child 3

Selector pattern Behavior Tree -> Finite State Machine transformation
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High-level algorithm discussion
Tests results:
● Lightweight FPGA based implementation:
156 LUTs, 46 Slice Registers
● 10 ns input change response time
Hardware implemented block

Xilinx Artix-7 FPGA

● Novel high-level algorithm development approach
● Readability, modularity and reactivity achieved by Behavior Tree
representation
● Hardware compatibility achieved by identic Finite State Machine
representation
● Close connection between specification and its hardware implementation
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Low-level algorithm block scheme

[5

[5

]

]

Sensorless field-oriented controller scheme

●
●
●
●
●

ia and ib are phase currents
Position ϴ and speed ⍵ estimation based on back EMF processing
id and iq are quadrate and direct currents
⍵ref is command speed
[5] Chattopadhyay, S., Mitra, M. and Sengupta, S., 2011. Clarke and park transform.
In Electric Power Quality (pp. 89-96). Springer, Dordrecht.
Va, Vb and Vc are phase voltages
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Low-level algorithm simulation
BLDC motor

3-phase inverter
Motor controller

Simulation testbench
Results
● Field oriented control loop was implemented with
developed framework
● Angle estimation error < 0.35 rad - comparable to relative
works[6]
[6] Sharkh, S.M.A. and Barinberg, V., 1998, May. A new approach to rotor position estimation for a
PM brushless motor drive. In MELECON'98. 9th Mediterranean Electrotechnical Conference.
Proceedings (Cat. No. 98CH36056) (Vol. 2, pp. 1199-1203). IEEE.
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Hardware test
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Conclusion
During the work the innovations were introduced:
● Affordable and reliable FPGA framework with consistent verification stages and
soft core based real-time debugging mechanism
● Strong connection between Behavior Tree specification and its FPGA
implementation
● High- and low-level algorithm BLDC motor driver development on single FPGA
chip
The results of the work probable applications:
● FPGA framework for high-speed and reliable complex applications
● High-efficient BLDC motor drivers in electric aircraft and automotive
applications
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